1. Introduction {#sec1}
===============

Like many countries, the United States is struggling with the rising costs of cancer care \[[@B1]\]. Nowhere is this more apparent than within Medicare, the primary payer of health services for those of age ≥65 years, where the rise in spending on cancer drugs over the past 15 years has been singled out as a leading cause of increased spending overall \[[@B2]\]. Presently, Medicare\'s ability to control rising spending on cancer drugs is limited \[[@B2]\], and it is also well known that Medicare does not formally consider cost or cost-effectiveness as a criterion for coverage and reimbursement \[[@B1]\]. Since most new drugs cost considerably more than older drugs \[[@B2], [@B3]\], and since many are added to rather than substituted for drugs in existing regimens, the net cost impact of new drugs will be determined primarily by the cost of the drug itself, and secondarily by the extent to which those costs are augmented or offset by its clinical benefits. In cancer care, clinical benefits that have cost implications include reducing the rate of disease progression or relapse after first-line therapy and improving survival.

It is standard practice to include all of these factors in cost-effectiveness analyses of new cancer drugs. However, such analyses often are conducted early in the commercial life-cycle of the drug, and in the absence of comprehensive data from routine clinical practice, usually they are based on models that incorporate data from multiple sources, including drug regimens and clinical outcomes from phase III trials. While these analyses provide important insight into the potential cost and cost-effectiveness of new drugs in routine clinical practice, and may have a high level of internal validity due to the sources of clinical data used, invariably they will lack some external validity. This is due to differences in the types of patients treated, for example, patient age, cancer stage, the approaches to managing disease progression or relapse, and the net cost impact of improving overall survival in patients with higher comorbidity burdens.

In 1997, rituximab became the first therapeutic antibody approved for the treatment of cancer \[[@B4]\]. Initially, it was approved for treating relapsed or refractory, CD20+, B-cell low grade, non-Hodgkin\'s lymphoma (NHL). Since then, the indication has expanded several times to include first-line therapy, follicular lymphoma (FL), chronic lymphocytic leukemia (CLL), and rheumatoid arthritis \[[@B4]\]. The efficacy of rituximab is well-supported by data from randomized clinical trials. For instance, addition of rituximab to first-line chemotherapy has been shown in clinical trials of DLBCL \[[@B5]--[@B8]\] to improve progression-free and overall survival in elderly patients, where reported risk-ratios for all-cause mortality range from 0.53 (95% confidence interval (CI) 0.37--0.77) \[[@B5]\] to 0.72 (95% CI 0.52--1.00) \[[@B6]\], and in younger patients \[[@B7]\]. The efficacy of rituximab as first-line therapy for advanced FL was established in several randomized trials \[[@B9]--[@B12]\]. The German Low Grade Lymphoma Study Group compared CHOP (cyclophosphamide (C), doxorubicin, vincristine (V), and prednisone (P)) (*n* = 205) to R-CHOP (*n* = 223) in a cohort of patients with untreated, advanced-Stage III/IV FL \[[@B9]\]. They showed a statistically significant improvement in overall survival, with 6 deaths in the R-CHOP group compared to 17 deaths in the CHOP group within the first three years. Another phase III study compared CVP alone (*n* = 162) to R-CVP (*n* = 159) in a similar cohort of untreated FL patients \[[@B11]\]. In that study, the percent of patients; surviving four years was significantly higher in the R-CVP (83%) versus the CVP-alone group (77%) (*P* = 0.029).

The effectiveness of rituximab in routine clinical practice has been evaluated in several studies using the National Cancer Institute\'s (NCI) surveillance, epidemiology, and end results (SEER) Medicare database \[[@B13]--[@B15]\]. They indicate that the survival benefits observed in clinical trials extend to elderly patients treated in routine clinical practice, and to mantle cell lymphoma (MCL) \[[@B15]\] where survival benefits have not been demonstrated in clinical trials. They also show that even though rituximab was not approved initially for first-line treatment, its use as part of first-line chemotherapy increased rapidly after Medicare began coverage in 1998, and now the majority of SEER-Medicare patients who receive chemotherapy as first-line therapy for FL, MCL, and CLL also receive rituximab \[[@B13]--[@B15]\].

Efficacy and effectiveness notwithstanding, rituximab is an expensive addition to first-line therapy for NHL with an estimate of \$24,034 in FL \[[@B16]\] and \$13,900 in DLBCL \[[@B17]\] based on the projections of cost-effectiveness models, and in part dependent on the year of the analysis and number of administrations of rituximab. The current Medicare allowed amount (including 20% patient copayment) for rituximab is \$611 per 100 mg vial \[[@B18]\]. At a recommended dose of 375 mg/m^2^ body surface area (BSA) \[[@B19]\], and assuming an average BSA of 1.72 m^2^ \[[@B16]\] and 6--8 cycles per first-line course of rituximab \[[@B20]\], the current cost to Medicare could be \$20,530--\$27,373 per course, an estimate that excludes the 20% copayment. A disproportionate number of patients diagnosed with NHL are aged ≥65 years, including 50% of the estimated 129,500 prevalent and 59% of the 21,800 incident DLBCL patients and 52% of FL patients \[[@B21], [@B22]\]. Consequently, Medicare is an important payer for therapy and other cancer care in NHL, and rituximab is an important line item for Medicare. In 2009, rituximab accounted for the largest percent of Medicare part B expenditures (7.8%) of any drug administered in physicians\' offices or furnished by suppliers \[[@B23]\].

Given the efficacy and cost of rituximab, there has been considerable interest in evaluating its net cost impact and cost-effectiveness, and studies have been conducted in DLBCL \[[@B17], [@B24]--[@B27]\] and FL \[[@B16], [@B28], [@B29]\]. Several studies of adding first-line rituximab to chemotherapy in DLBCL projected cost offsets \[[@B17], [@B24]--[@B27]\], and in one instance savings \[[@B26]\], associated with lower rates of progression/relapse and improved survival. Two cost-effectiveness analyses of rituximab in combination with chemotherapy have been conducted in FL, one in the US, and one in the United Kingdom \[[@B16], [@B28]\]. Both were based on computer models, and incorporated data from a number of sources including clinical data from randomized trials. In the US, Hornberger and colleagues projected adding rituximab to CVP would result in a lifetime cost difference of +\$26,439, the majority of which was due to rituximab itself (\$24,034), a difference in mean overall survival of +1.51 years, and a cost per quality-adjusted life-year gained of \$28,565 \[[@B16]\].

The objective of the present study was to estimate the cost and cost-effectiveness of rituximab added to first-line chemotherapy for FL, using a single source of data representative of routine clinical practice in elderly patients in the US. It differs from previous economic studies of rituximab in NHL, the majority of which were based on models, incorporated data from multiple sources including clinical trials, and projected cost and survival beyond the available data.

2. Materials and Methods {#sec2}
========================

2.1. Data Source {#sec2.1}
----------------

The source of data for this study was the National Cancer Institute\'s (NCI) surveillance, epidemiology, and end results (SEER) cancer registry linked to Medicare administrative and claims data \[[@B30]\]. Presently, SEER contains cancer incidence and survival data from 17 population-based cancer registries throughout the United States covering approximately 28% of the population \[[@B31]\]. The registries routinely collect data on patient demographics, primary tumor site, tumor morphology and stage at diagnosis, first course of treatment, and followup for vital status. In SEER-Medicare, cancer registry data are linked to Medicare enrollment and claims data, which are available for 93% of those aged ≥65 years in the SEER registry \[[@B32]\]. At the time this study was performed, the SEER-Medicare linkage included all Medicare-eligible persons appearing in the SEER data through 2005 and their Medicare claims through 2007.

Medicare claims files linked to SEER consist of the following: medicare provider analysis and review (MEDPAR)---all hospital (part A) short stay, long stay, and skilled nursing facility bills; national claims history (NCH)---all physician/supplier (part B) bills; Outpatient, which includes all bills from institutional outpatient (part B) providers; home health agency (HHA)---all claims for home health services; hospice; and durable medical equipment (DME). The Medicare benefit for oral drugs (part D) began on January 1, 2006, and claims for oral drugs without an intravenous equivalent were not available for our study.

2.2. Inclusion Criteria {#sec2.2}
-----------------------

Patients were included if they were diagnosed with FL \[[@B33]\] between January 1, 1999, and December 31, 2005, FL was the first primary cancer diagnosed, they began infused CHOP (cyclophosphamide (C), doxorubicin, vincristine (V), and prednisone (P)) or CVP chemotherapy with or without rituximab within 90 days following diagnosis, and they survived at least 60 days after first claim indicating the beginning of therapy. We required a minimum 60 days survival after the first claim to classify the initial treatment regimen. In addition, to ensure complete claims history for purposes of calculating an NCI comorbidity index score \[[@B34], [@B35]\], patients had to have been enrolled in both Medicare parts A and B, with no health maintenance organization (HMO) coverage, for 12 months prior to FL diagnosis.

To preserve patient confidentiality, SEER reports only the calendar month of diagnosis. Therefore, we set the date of diagnosis to the first day of that month. Identification of FL was made using the World Health Organization (WHO) International Classification of Diseases for Oncology, 3rd Edition (ICD-O-3) histology codes 9695 (FL Grade 1), 9691 (FL Grade 2), 9698 (FL Grade 3), and 9690 (FL not otherwise specified) \[[@B33]\].

2.3. Observation Period {#sec2.3}
-----------------------

Patients were followed for up to four years from the day first-line therapy began, or until death, the end of their claims (December 31, 2007), or the end of their Medicare part A and/or part B coverage, whichever came first. The date of death was assigned by using the Medicare date because it is considered more current than the SEER date.

2.4. Patients and Variables {#sec2.4}
---------------------------

Patients were described according to their demographic, clinical, and socioeconomic characteristics. Requiring eligible patients to have at least one year of Medicare enrollment prior to diagnosis meant that the minimum age in the cohort was 66 years. Patients were classified by stage and extranodal involvement (yes/no) at FL diagnosis. In the absence of hemoglobin level, serum lactate dehydrogenase (LDH) level, or the number of nodal areas, three of the five prognostic factors for mortality in the follicular lymphoma international prognostic index (FLIPI) \[[@B36]\], we used Medicare claims to identify several predictors of poor performance status, including the use of oxygen and related respiratory therapy supplies, wheel chair and supplies, home health agency, and skilled nursing facility, all from 12 months before until 30 days after FL diagnosis \[[@B37]\]. Individual services were combined into a score of 0 (none) or 1 (use of any service). Medicare claims also were used to identify anemia \[[@B14]\], and to calculate an NCI comorbidity index score \[[@B34], [@B35]\] for each patient. SEER-Medicare contains information from the 2000 Census, reported at the tract level in which the patient lives, for the percent of the population living in poverty and the percent of those aged 25 years or older with some college. We used these as indicators of the socioeconomic status of individual patients in the cohort. The assigned metropolitan statistical area served as a geographic indicator.

2.5. First-Line Therapy {#sec2.5}
-----------------------

We searched the Medicare outpatient and NCH files to identify claims containing healthcare common procedure coding system (HCPCS) "J" codes for cyclophosphamide (J8530, J9070, J9080, J9090--J9097), doxorubicin (J9000, J9001), and vincristine (J9370, J9375, J9380). All such claims within 60 days after the first were used to classify the patient\'s first-line regimen as rituximab plus chemotherapy (CHOP or CVP) or chemotherapy alone. In the absence of data on oral therapy, prednisone was assumed to have been included in the regimen when the other three chemotherapy agents were present.

2.6. Cost {#sec2.6}
---------

The total direct medical cost to Medicare, from the beginning of first-line therapy until the end of the observation period (maximum four years), was estimated based on Medicare paid amounts obtained from bills within the claims files. Diagnosis and procedure codes within claims were used to identify three mutually exclusive categories of costs: immunochemotherapy, which included the costs of infused cancer therapy agents provided during first-line and any subsequent treatment, other cancer care (any claim with an International Classification of Diseases, 9th Revision, Clinical Modification \[ICD-9-CM\] diagnosis code 140.xx--208.xx \[malignant neoplasms\], but no code for immunochemotherapy), and noncancer care (any other claim). All paid amounts were inflated to 2009 US dollars based on the hospital input price index for part A claims and the medical expenditure index for part B claims \[[@B38]\]. Since SEER-Medicare data are limited in time, our approach to estimating population mean costs accounted for censoring in the data using inverse probability weighting (IPW) \[[@B39]--[@B45]\].

2.7. Survival {#sec2.7}
-------------

Conventional approaches to analyzing adjusted differences in survival between alternative treatments are based primarily on proportional hazards regression. However, this approach does not produce an estimate of the adjusted difference in overall survival between two treatment groups at specific time-points, as required for performing cost-effectiveness analysis directly from observational data. In this study, we used inverse probability of treatment weighting (IPTW) for survival data \[[@B46]\] to estimate the adjusted difference in cumulative survival between the two treatment groups. First, we estimated the conditional probability of assignment to the rituximab plus chemotherapy group for each patient using logistic regression with treatment group as the dependent variable and all other independent variables from the cost model as predictor variables. Then, the inverse of this conditional probability estimate was assigned as a weight to each patient, and it was used to adjust the Kaplan-Meier cumulative survival estimate for each treatment group.

2.8. Statistical Analysis {#sec2.8}
-------------------------

Chi-square analysis was used to test for the independence between patient characteristics specified as categorical variables and the two first-line treatment groups. Analysis of variance was used to test for independence of continuous variables.

We performed partitioned IPW least squares regression analysis to examine adjusted associations between cumulative costs over four years and patient demographic, clinical, and treatment factors. Separate regression analysis was performed for each of the 48 monthly partitions. Coefficients for each patient factor were summed across the 48 partitions to obtain the cumulative, incremental cost associated with that factor. Confidence intervals (CI) for the cumulative cost coefficients were calculated by a bootstrap approach \[[@B47]\], in which the process of performing 48 partitioned regression analyses and summing coefficients across partitions was repeated 1,000 times using sampling with replacement from the original cohort. This process was applied to total costs and each of the three cost categories, for a total of 192,000 regressions.

Using the adjusted Kaplan-Meier estimator based on IPTW, we estimated the adjusted difference in survival between rituximab plus chemotherapy and chemotherapy alone in each of 48 monthly partitions following the beginning of first-line therapy. Since patients in this study were required to have survived at least 60 days after the beginning of first-line therapy, by definition the difference in survival was zero during the first two months. The cumulative survival difference was calculated by summing the adjusted survival differences. We obtained 95% CIs for the partitioned incremental survival estimates from the weighted log rank statistic \[[@B46]\].

Cost effectiveness ratios were calculated in months 3--48 (ignoring months 1-2 due to the inclusion criteria; there was no mortality during this period) after the beginning of first-line therapy, by dividing the incremental cumulative cost of rituximab by the cumulative survival difference. Confidence intervals for the cost-effectiveness ratio were calculated by dividing the upper bound of the 95% CI for cost by the lower bound of the 95% CI for survival, and then repeating the process with the lower cost and upper survival bounds.

3. Results {#sec3}
==========

3.1. Patients {#sec3.1}
-------------

There were 1,117 patients in the final cohort: 750 (67%) received rituximab plus chemotherapy, and 367 (33%) received chemotherapy alone ([Table 1](#tab1){ref-type="table"}). The median age at diagnosis was 73 years (minimum 66 years), 56% had Stage III/IV disease, 42% had extranodal involvement, and 15% had ≥1 indicator of poor performance status. Rituximab patients were diagnosed later in the study period, and were more likely to have higher-grade histology. There were no differences in stage at diagnosis, extranodal involvement, or NCI Comorbidity Index score between the two groups.

3.2. Treatment {#sec3.2}
--------------

Overall, 67% (754) received CHOP, and the remaining 33% (363) received CVP. Rituximab patients were more likely to receive CHOP (72% versus 58% for chemotherapy alone; *P* \< 0.0001). Among those who received rituximab, the average number of rituximab administrations during first-line therapy was 6.3 (median 6; interquartile range \[IQR\] 5--7), and the average number of units was 7.3 × 100 mg vials (median 7; IQR 6--8).

3.3. Costs {#sec3.3}
----------

The mean unadjusted IPW cumulative cost was \$111,815 (95% CI \$104,455--\$119,466) in the rituximab group compared to \$80,826 (95% CI \$74,006--\$88,113) for chemotherapy alone ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). The mean cost of first-line rituximab was \$15,640 (median \$14,786; IQR \$10,831--\$18,560), and the average cost per administration was \$2,836 (median \$2,747; IQR \$2,617--\$3,113).

In the multivariate analyses, rituximab was associated with statistically significantly higher incremental total (\$18,695; 95% confidence interval \[CI\] \$9,302--\$28,643) and immunochemotherapy (\$13,336; 95% CI \$9,364--\$17,552) costs after four years, but not other cancer (\$4,816; 95% CI \$1,899--\$11,303) or noncancer (\$351; 95% CI \$3,481--\$4,202) costs ([Table 2](#tab2){ref-type="table"}). Most of the separation in total and immunochemotherapy costs between the two treatment groups occurred during the first 6 months after the beginning of first-line therapy ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). Thereafter, there was very little separation in total or immunochemotherapy costs. During the first 36 months, incremental costs of other cancer services were statistically significantly higher in the rituximab group. However, costs of other cancer services declined in later months, and by month 48 the difference between groups was not significant. There was no difference in non-cancer costs at any time during the observation period.

Other factors associated with higher costs were stage (immunochemotherapy cost), extranodal involvement (total and other cancer costs), NCI comorbidity index (predominately non-cancer cost), and ≥1 indicator of poor performance status (total and other cancer costs). Factors associated with lower costs were age \>80 years (immunochemotherapy cost), other race/ethnicity (total and immunochemotherapy costs), and urban/rural (compared to metropolitan) area (total and other cancer cost). Results of the multivariate analysis of total cost that included only patients treated with CHOP were similar to those that included all patients ([Table 3](#tab3){ref-type="table"}).

3.4. Survival {#sec3.4}
-------------

Overall, unadjusted (crude) cumulative survival was 83% at 24 months and 73% at 48 months; 85% and 77%, respectively, for rituximab plus chemotherapy; 79% and 66%, respectively, for chemotherapy alone. The incremental cumulative adjusted survival (years) in the rituximab group was 0.05 (95% CI 0.02--0.09) after two years, 0.11 (95% CI 0.05--0.16) after three years, and 0.18 (95% CI 0.10--0.27) after four years of observation ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}).

3.5. Cost per Life Year Gained {#sec3.5}
------------------------------

The cost per life year gained in the rituximab group was \$382,642 (95% CI \$164,900--\$1,360,559) after two years, \$193,859 (95% CI \$77,314--\$609,607) after three years, and \$102,142 (95% CI \$34,531--\$296,337) after four years of observation ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). At no time point during the observation period did the 95% CI for the cost-effectiveness ratio contain a value indicating that rituximab plus chemotherapy was both more costly and less effective (dominated), or less costly and more effective (dominates) than chemotherapy alone.

4. Discussion {#sec4}
=============

In this study, we identified a cohort of elderly FL patients who received first-line chemotherapy with or without rituximab. We followed this cohort for up to four years after the beginning of therapy to estimate the net cost impact and cost-effectiveness of adding rituximab to first-line therapy. Our findings indicate that over this time horizon, the initial cost of rituximab accounted for the majority of the cost difference between the two treatment groups. The mean cost of first-line rituximab in our study (\$15,640) was substantially lower than expected based on the projections from a cost-effectiveness model in FL (\$24,034) \[[@B16]\], and our own calculations based on recommended dosing and current Medicare reimbursement. Patients in our study received an average of 6.3 administrations and 7.3 100 mg vials per administration during first-line therapy. Hornberger and colleagues \[[@B16]\] assumed 8 administrations, 700 mg per administration, and \$5.82/mg in estimating the cost of first-line rituximab. Part of the difference may be explained by the fact that patients in our study received almost 25% fewer administrations. Another reason for the difference is that our calculations were made using Medicare paid amounts, which exclude the 20% patient copayment. Finally, although we inflated our costs to US\$2009, it is possible that our inflation factors did not adequately compensate for inflation in the price of rituximab during the study period. Dividing the mean cost of rituximab by the average number of milligrams delivered during the course of therapy (4,599), the average cost per milligram was only \$3.40 in our study.

It is noteworthy that in the rituximab group the cumulative incremental cost of immunochemotherapy during the four-year period (\$13,336) was lower than the cost of first-line rituximab (\$15,640). This suggests the initial costs of rituximab were offset to some extent by higher treatment costs in the chemotherapy group due to higher rates of nonremitting and/or relapsing disease. The cumulative incremental cost of other cancer care also was significantly higher in the rituximab group through much of the study period. Most of the difference between the two groups appeared during first-line therapy, which suggests there may have been differences in supportive care and other cancer services during first-line therapy that were not captured in the immunochemotherapy category. After first-line therapy, the cumulative incremental cost of other cancer care in the rituximab group declined, and by year three it was no longer statistically significant. This suggests there were some cost offsets possibly associated with lower rates of relapse in the rituximab group. There were no differences in the costs of noncancer services at any time during the observation period, suggesting that improved survival in the rituximab group had no appreciable impact on the costs of managing other diseases. Those with more advanced stage cancer and higher comorbidity burden also had higher costs, which is consistent with *a priori* expectations that increased patient complexity requires a higher level of care. The cost findings also suggest that the very elderly receive less first-line and subsequent immunochemotherapy.

The cumulative survival benefit of rituximab continued to accrue, and was statistically significant, throughout the observation period, and since the cumulative cost impact was negligible after the end of first-line therapy, the cost per life year gained declined (became more favorable for rituximab) rapidly during the observation period. Although we did not attempt to extrapolate our findings to a longer time period, it is likely that following these patients for a longer period would result in a lower cost-effectiveness ratio. Also, as we noted above, our study inclusion criteria required patients to have survived at least 60 days after the first claim for immunochemotherapy. Consequently, we did not account in our survival and cost-effectiveness analyses for patients who died during the first two months after starting first-line therapy. Neither pivotal phase III trial of first-line rituximab showed significant separation in the overall survival curves within the first several months after beginning therapy \[[@B9], [@B11]\]. However, it is possible we would have observed larger survival differences, and hence smaller cost effectiveness ratios, had we included patients who died within the first two months of therapy.

SEER-Medicare does not include information on patient quality of life (QOL) or utility. Therefore, we did not adjust the survival estimates for QOL prior to calculating the cost-effectiveness ratios. In their cost-effectiveness analysis based on a simulation model, Hornberger and colleagues \[[@B16]\] projected that adding rituximab to CVP would increase mean overall survival by 1.51 years and quality-adjusted life-years by 0.93 years, which suggests that had we adjusted our survival estimates for QOL, the cost-effectiveness ratios may have been larger than those based on unadjusted survival.

The main threat to the validity of our findings is selection bias, in which unobserved factors influence both treatment selection and the outcome of interest. For example, SEER-Medicare does not contain data on hemoglobin level, LDH level, or the number of nodal areas, three of the five prognostic factors for mortality in the FLIPI \[[@B36]\]. We did, however, include age (all patients were older than the age threshold for excess risk of mortality in FLIPI \[≥60\]), stage (III-IV is associated with increased risk in FLIPI), and whether the patient had extranodal involvement. Also, we included a claims-based indicator of poor performance status \[[@B37]\]. In the multivariate analysis, ≥1 indicator of poor performance, extranodal involvement, and later stage diagnosis all were associated with higher total and immunochemotherapy cost. It is important to note that any variable constructed using claims for medical services, such as performance status and NCI Comorbidity Index \[[@B34], [@B35]\], that is then included in a multivariate cost analysis, has a greater likelihood of being statistically significant simply by virtue of the fact that most claims have a cost attached.

In this study, patients diagnosed in later years were more likely to receive rituximab. This may have introduced several possible sources of bias including differential observation and censoring, and secular trends in both the assignment of patients to different chemotherapy regimens and in the use of supportive care. In the survival and cost analyses, we limited the observation period to reduce differential censoring between the treatment groups. We used IPTW in the estimation of cumulative incremental survival \[[@B46]\]. In the cost analysis, we used IPW and established separate weights for the two treatment groups to account for differential censoring between the two groups. Also, we included year of diagnosis as a covariable in the survival analysis and all the cost models to adjust for temporal differences in patterns of care. Most patients in both first-line treatment groups received CHOP chemotherapy. Therefore, we did not include type of chemotherapy in the primary analyses. When we restricted the cohort to those who received CHOP, the cost coefficients for the rituximab group were similar to those in the primary analyses.

Our cost analyses were conducted from the perspective of Medicare. Therefore, we used Medicare paid amounts reported in claims to estimate total direct medical costs to Medicare. However, it is important to note that Medicare pays only 80% of part B outpatient costs. Therefore, total direct medical costs to all payers---including patients and other insurers---could be up to 20% higher than reported in this study. Also, Medicare did not pay for most oral drugs for the majority of the period in which our study was conducted, which is another reason why the costs reported in this study may underestimate the total direct medical costs of care to all payers. Also, it is likely that use of rituximab as maintenance therapy has increased in the years since the period covered by our data. It is unclear how this change in practice would affect our findings. Finally, the confidence intervals for the cost-effectiveness ratio were calculated by dividing the upper bound of the 95% CI for cost by the lower bound of the 95% CI for survival, and then repeating the process with the lower-cost and upper-survival bounds. In theory, bootstrapping the entire ratio is a preferred approach. However, to our knowledge such an approach has not been developed and reported in the literature.

5. Conclusions {#sec5}
==============

In sum, adding rituximab to first-line chemotherapy for elderly patients with FL results in higher direct medical costs to Medicare and longer overall survival after four years. The net cost impact is due primarily to the treatment cost of first-line rituximab, although there may be small cost offsets associated with lower progression and/or relapse. The cost-effectiveness ratio we estimated is substantially higher than projected in a previous analysis based on a model. Extending the time horizon for our study, and including patients who died during the first two months of therapy may have resulted in a lower ratio. Our findings suggest even highly effective cancer therapies will do little to offset the rising costs of cancer care in the United States, and that additional public policies will be required to address this problem.

This study used the linked surveillance, epidemiology, and end results- (SEER-) Medicare database. The interpretation and reporting of these data are the sole responsibility of the authors. The authors acknowledge the efforts of the Applied Research Program, National Cancer Institute (NCI); the Office of Research, Development and Information, Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS); Information Management Services (IMS), Inc.; the SEER Program tumor registries in the creation of the SEER-Medicare database. The authors would like to acknowledge the editorial assistance of Kim Merjan and Suzanne Griffiths in preparing this manuscript.
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###### 

Patient characteristics.

                                                     First-line therapy                             
  ------------------------------------------- ------ -------------------- ----- ------ ----- ------ ----------
  Age at diagnosis (years)                                                                           
   66--70                                     327    29.3                 223   29.7   104   28.3   0.94
   71--75                                     293    26.2                 197   26.3   96    26.2   
   76--80                                     285    25.5                 191   25.5   94    25.6   
   \>80                                       212    19.0                 139   18.5   73    19.9   
  Gender                                                                                             
   Male                                       517    46.3                 355   47.3   162   44.1   0.32
   Female                                     600    53.7                 395   52.7   205   55.9   
  Race/ethnicity                                                                                     
   White                                      1000   89.5                 675   90.0   325   88.6   0.46
   Nonwhite                                   117    10.5                 75    10.0   42    11.4   
  Year of diagnosis                                                                                  
   1999--2002                                 540    48.0                 231   30.8   309   84.2   \<0.0001
   2003--2005                                 577    51.7                 519   69.2   58    15.8   
  Stage at FL diagnosis                                                                              
   I                                          236    21.1                 160   21.3   76    20.7   0.42
   II                                         189    16.9                 119   15.9   70    19.1   
   III                                        271    24.3                 188   25.1   83    22.6   
   IV                                         350    31.3                 240   32.0   110   30.0   
   Unknown                                    71     6.4                  43    5.7    28    7.6    
  Histology (grade)                                                                                  
   1                                          188    16.8                 112   14.9   76    20.7   0.02
   2                                          274    24.5                 175   23.3   99    27.0   
   3                                          345    30.9                 248   33.1   97    26.4   
   Not specified                              310    27.8                 215   28.7   95    25.9   
  Extranodal involvement                                                                             
   No                                         573    51.3                 382   50.9   191   52.0    
   Yes                                        473    42.3                 325   43.3   148   40.3   0.37
   Unknown                                    71     6.4                  43    5.7    28    7.6     
  Presence of "B" symptoms                                                                           
   No                                         477    42.7                 348   46.4   129   35.2   \<0.001
   Yes                                        185    16.6                 129   17.2   56    15.3   
   Unknown/Missing                            455    40.8                 273   36.4   182   49.6   
  Anemia                                                                                             
   No                                         1073   96.1                 719   95.8   354   96.5   0.63
   Yes                                        44     3.9                  31    4.1    13    3.5    
  NCI comorbidity index                                                                              
   0                                          796    71.3                 546   72.8   250   68.1   0.34
   1                                          234    20.9                 146   19.5   88    24.0   
   ≥2                                         87     7.8                  58    7.7    29    7.9    
  Performance status indicators                                                                      
   0                                          955    85.5                 648   86.4   307   86.7   0.22
   ≥1                                         162    14.5                 102   13.6   60    32.9   
  Percent in census tract with some college                                                          
   \<25%                                      364    32.6                 244   32.5   120   32.7   0.96
   ≥25%                                       753    67.4                 506   67.5   247   67.3   
  Percent in census tract living in poverty                                                          
   \<5%                                       365    32.7                 261   34.8   104   28.3   0.02
   5--7%                                      151    13.5                 103   13.7   48    13.1   
   8--12%                                     257    23.0                 153   20.4   104   28.3   
   \>12% or missing                           344    30.8                 233   31.1   111   30.3   
  Type of geographic area                                                                            
   Large metropolitan                         585    52.4                 396   52.8   189   51.5   0.59
   Metropolitan                               323    28.9                 218   29.1   105   28.6   
   Urban                                      80     7.2                  56    7.5    24    6.5    
   Less urban/rural                           129    11.6                 80    10.7   49    13.4   

###### 

Multivariate cost analysis---all patients.

                                              Type of cost                                                                                                                                                   
  ------------------------------------------- -------------------- ----------- ----------- --------------- ----------- ---------- ------------------- ----------- ---------- ------------------- ----------- ----------
  First-lines therapy                                                                                                                                                                                        
   Chemotherapy alone                         Reference category                                                                                                                                             
   Rituximab plus chemotherapy                **\$18,695**         \$9,302     \$28,643    **\$13,336**    \$9,364     \$17,552   **\$4,816**         −\$1,899    \$11,303   **\$351**           −\$3,481    \$4,202
  Age at diagnosis (years)                                                                                                                                                                                   
   66--70                                     Reference category                                                                                                                                             
   71--75                                     **−\$1,618**         −\$12,630   \$9,175     **−\$1,220**    −\$5,593    \$2,925    **−\$2,270**        −\$10,015   \$5,198    **\$1,828**         −\$1,952    \$5,472
   76--80                                     **−\$1,400**         −\$12,542   \$10,379    **−\$704**      −\$5,460    \$4,345    **−\$3,617**        −\$10,665   \$3,634    **\$3,083**         −\$921      \$7,077
   \>80                                       **−\$9,865**         −\$22,344   \$1,980     **−\$8,374**    −\$13,699   −\$3,221   **−\$943**          −\$8,575    \$6,986    **−\$504**          −\$4,521    \$3,435
  Gender                                                                                                                                                                                                     
   Male                                       Reference category                                                                                                                                             
   Female                                     **−\$7,732**         −\$16,027   \$19        **−\$2,628**    −\$6,155    \$730      **−\$3,64** **5**   −\$9,104    \$1,701    **−\$1,48** **9**   −\$4,739    \$1,455
  Race/ethnicity                                                                                                                                                                                             
   White                                      Reference category                                                                                                                                             
   Black                                      **\$7,307**          −\$26,205   \$44,598    **\$4,496**     −\$8,111    \$20,403   **\$9,852**         −\$8,428    \$31,109   **−\$5,999**        −\$15,809   \$406
   Hispanic                                   **\$15,780**         −\$6,890    \$41,915    **−\$1,316**    −\$7,856    \$5,837    **\$16,990**        −\$502      \$36,055   **−\$53**           −\$6,339    \$6,827
   Other                                      **−\$29,492**        −\$45,805   −\$13,944   **−\$15,023**   −\$20,618   −\$8,565   **−\$6,436**        −\$17,445   \$5,516    **−\$7,869**        −\$14,022   −\$1,893
  Year of diagnosis                                                                                                                                                                                          
   1999--2002                                 Reference category                                                                                                                                             
   2003--2005                                 **\$4,638**          −\$4,847    \$13,587    **\$3,148**     −\$593      \$7,091    **\$534**           −\$5,996    \$6,482    **\$1,176**         −\$2,202    \$4,629
  Stage at FL diagnosis                                                                                                                                                                                      
   I & II                                     Reference category                                                                                                                                             
   III & IV                                   **\$7,953**          −\$382      \$16,574    **\$5,955**     \$2,569     \$9,367    **\$5,363**         −\$472      \$11,028   **−\$3,280**        −\$6,676    \$210
  Histology (grade)                                                                                                                                                                                          
   1                                          Reference category                                                                                                                                             
   2                                          **\$3,350**          −\$8,410    \$14,992    **\$1,175**     −\$3,653    \$6,292    **−\$482**          −\$9,605    \$8,380    **\$2,659**         −\$2,156    \$7,226
   3                                          **−\$2,251**         −\$13,262   \$8,903     **−\$3,576**    −\$8,221    \$909      **\$519**           −\$7,512    \$9,077    **\$645**           −\$3,791    \$5,058
   4                                          **−\$6,155**         −\$17,656   \$3,862     **−\$4,305**    −\$8,814    \$585      **−\$3,237**        −\$10,800   \$4,653    **\$1,452**         −\$2,697    \$5,447
  Extranodal involvement                                                                                                                                                                                     
   No                                         Reference category                                                                                                                                             
   Yes                                        **\$15,429**         \$6,543     \$25,246    **\$614**       −\$2,870    \$4,076    **\$12,827**        \$6,714     \$19,419   **\$2,282**         −\$924      \$5,733
  Presence of "B" symptoms                                                                                                                                                                                   
   No                                         Reference category                                                                                                                                             
   Yes                                        **\$7,901**          −\$5,056    \$19,189    **\$4,458**     −\$338      \$9,085    **\$6,628**         −\$1,689    \$15,435   **−\$2,854**        −\$6,581    \$544
  Anemia                                                                                                                                                                                                     
   No                                         Reference category                                                                                                                                             
   Yes                                        **\$9,471**          −\$16,737   \$37,624    **\$7,299**     −\$2,203    \$18,918   **\$6,586**         −\$10,949   \$24,028   **−\$4,184**        −\$11,569   \$3,381
  NCI comorbidity index                                                                                                                                                                                      
   0                                          Reference category                                                                                                                                             
   1                                          **\$9,074**          −\$325      \$18,531    **−\$205**      −\$4,134    \$3,766    **\$894**           −\$4,562    \$5,990    **\$6,320**         \$2,334     \$10,293
   2                                          **\$21,541**         \$1,106     \$43,054    **−\$2,419**    −\$10,259   \$6,117    **\$14,441**        \$2,063     \$27,760   **\$10,422**        \$3,978     \$17,034
   ≥3                                         **\$51,102**         −\$4,052    \$109,569   **−\$13,402**   −\$20,651   −\$4,565   **\$28,545**        −\$221      \$66,725   **\$35,295**        \$8,962     \$63,847
  Performance status indicators                                                                                                                                                                              
   None                                       Reference category                                                                                                                                             
   ≥1                                         **\$14,290**         \$176       \$28,357    **\$992**       −\$3,732    \$6,402    **\$11,482**        \$3,017     \$20,859   **\$2,030**         −\$4,216    \$8,022
  Percent in census tract with some college                                                                                                                                                                  
   \<25%                                      Reference category                                                                                                                                             
   ≥25%                                       **−\$9,060**         −\$18,039   −\$394      **−\$2,377**    −\$6,119    \$1,049    **−\$5,302**        −\$11,598   \$756      **−\$1,591**        −\$5,376    \$1,884
  Percent in census tract living in poverty                                                                                                                                                                  
   \<5%                                       Reference category                                                                                                                                             
   5--7%                                      **\$2,880**          −\$9,216    \$15,965    **\$2,902**     −\$3,293    \$9,382    −**\$130**          −\$8,385    \$8,786    **\$35**            −\$3,836    \$4,240
   8--12%                                     −**\$287**           −\$10,343   \$10,485    −**\$897**      −\$5,483    \$3,493    −**\$841**          −\$8,040    \$6,266    **\$1,740**         −\$2,250    \$5,883
   \>12%                                      −**\$446**           −\$10,504   \$10,185    −**\$2,183**    −\$6,934    \$1,760    **\$216**           −\$7,196    \$7,392    **\$1,387**         −\$2,399    \$5,359
  Type of geographic area                                                                                                                                                                                    
   Large metropolitan                         Reference category                                                                                                                                             
   Metropolitan                               −**\$8,072**         −\$16,491   \$209       −**\$2,823**    −\$6,417    \$721      −**\$3,636**        −\$10,007   \$2,971    −**\$1,660**        −\$4,971    \$1,880
   Urban                                      −**\$16,680**        −\$30,663   −\$1,544    −**\$292**      −\$7,743    \$7,925    −**\$11,881**       −\$21,215   −\$2,092   −**\$4,485**        −\$8,889    \$199
   Less urban/rural                           −**\$13,484**        −\$23,951   −\$2,186    −**\$3,236**    −\$8,583    \$1,656    −**\$8,269**        −\$15,086   −\$712     −**\$2,286**        −\$7,559    \$3,189

###### 

Multivariate analysis---CHOP patients only.

                                              Total Cost               
  ------------------------------------------- ------------ ----------- -----------
  First-line therapy                                                   
   Chemotherapy alone                                                  
   Rituximab plus chemotherapy                \$20,971     \$9,089     \$32,659
  Age at diagnosis (years)                                             
   66--70                                                              
   71--75                                     −\$2,912     −\$15,466   \$8,729
   76--80                                     \$773        −\$11,864   \$13,465
   \>80                                       −\$7,929     −\$22,218   \$7,109
  Gender                                                               
   Male                                                                
   Female                                     −\$3,782     −\$13,154   \$5,274
  Race/ethnicity                                                       
   White                                                               
   Black                                      \$8,251      −\$31,012   \$52,301
   Hispanic                                   \$21,353     −\$9,712    \$55,955
   Other                                      −\$25,380    −\$45,449   −\$3,296
  Year of diagnosis                                                    
   1999--2002                                                          
   2003--2005                                 −\$1,968     −\$6,478    \$2,424
  Stage at FL diagnosis                                                
   I & II                                                              
   III & IV                                   \$13,947     \$3,943     \$23,806
  Histology (grade)                                                    
   1                                                                   
   2                                          \$1,440      −\$14,298   \$18,830
   3                                          −\$4,210     −\$18,063   \$10,882
   4                                          −\$6,924     −\$20,108   \$6,774
  Extranodal involvement                                               
   No                                                                  
   Yes                                        \$16,683     \$6,307     \$27,617
  Presence of "B" symptoms                                             
   No                                                                  
   Yes                                        \$7,654      −\$6,707    \$21,571
  Anemia                                                               
   No                                                                  
   Yes                                        \$24,622     −\$7,946    \$62,434
  NCI Comorbidity index                                                
   0                                                                   
   1                                          \$7,999      −\$3,871    \$19,294
   2                                          \$7,787      −\$8,899    \$26,799
   ≥3                                         \$60,399     −\$13,310   \$137,762
  Performance status indicators                                        
   None                                                                
   ≥1                                         \$10,882     −\$5,310    \$26,939
  Percent in census tract with some college                            
   \<25%                                                               
   ≥25%                                       −\$4,875     −\$15,504   \$5,380
  Percent in census tract living in poverty                            
   \<5%                                                                
   5--7%                                      \$2,021      −\$12,003   \$17,365
   8--12%                                     \$5,296      −\$7,066    \$17,032
   \>12%                                      \$7,107      −\$5,484    \$18,882
  Type of geographic area                                              
   Large metropolitan                                                  
   Metropolitan                               −\$6,202     −\$16,529   \$4,807
   Urban                                      −\$14,949    −\$33,514   \$3,791
   Less urban/rural                           −\$13,777    −\$27,682   \$49

[^1]: Academic Editor: P. Vineis
